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[Finishing off the O’Neill article:] Perhaps the greatest point of contrast                                                
between Kantian ethics & utilitarianism is in                                                  
their “sharply contrasting views of the value of human life”. 
 

Ø  O’Neill explains, “In utilitarian thought persons are not ends in themselves.  
–  Their special moral status derives from their being means to                                 

the production of happiness.” (6) 

•  O’Neill thinks a utilitarian doesn’t do good for others on the grounds that 
their lives are inherently valuable, but only because their happiness matters. 

 

Ø Moreover, utilitarianism sees nothing inherently wrong                          
with instrumentalizing other people:  
»  it is only wrong if it leads to bad consequences. 

•  “There is nothing wrong with using another as a mere means,  
•  provided that the end for which the person is so used      

is a happier result than could have been achieved           
any other way, taking into account the misery                 
the means have caused.” (6) 

Ø A utilitarian might deem it acceptable to exploit 
workers in order to produce something that improves 
many people’s lives (like The Panama Canal). 2 



According to O’Neill, the trouble with utilitarianism is that: 
 

•  “…sometimes…human happiness demands the sacrifice of lives,           
including the sacrifice of unwilling lives.  

–  Further, for most utilitarians, it makes no difference                                        
if the unwilling sacrifices involve acts of injustice                                to 
those whose lives are to be lost.” (6)  

 

•  She believes that “Utilitarian moral theory has then                                  a 
rather paradoxical view of the value of human life.  

–  Living, conscious humans are (along with other sentient                         
beings) necessary for the existence of everything utilitarians value. 
•  But it is not their being alive but the state                                                

of their consciousness [i.e., their happiness] that is of value.  

–  Hence, the best results may require certain lives to be lost                              
– by whatever means – for the sake of the total happiness                          
and absence of misery that can be produced.” (6) 

Ø But Kant also seems to believe that lives may have to be sacrificed         
for the sake of upholding moral maxims (like “Be honest”). 

 

Ø Also, some utilitarians (like Peter Singer) argue that that the utilitarian 
approach makes us obligated to save lives.  3 



O’Neill says: “Kantians reach different conclusions about human life.  

–  Human life is valuable because humans (and conceivably other beings,           
e.g., angels or apes) are the bearers of rational life.  

–  …This capacity & its exercise are of such value that                                   
they ought not to be sacrificed for anything of lesser value. 

–  Therefore, no one rational or autonomous creature should be treated            
as mere means for the enjoyment or even the happiness of another.” (6) 

Ø Note, though – Kant does not believe that we have                 
any moral obligations to promote the well-being of animals,         
the environment, or anything else that doesn’t qualify               
as a ‘rational agent’ (which might include some humans). 

•  “We may in Kant's view justifiably--even nobly--risk or sacrifice our lives for others,  
•  …for in doing so we follow our own maxim & nobody uses us as mere means.  

–  But no others may use either our lives or our bodies for a scheme that              
they have either coerced or deceived us into joining. 

•  For in doing so they would fail to treat us as rational beings;  
•  they would use us as mere means and not as ends in ourselves.“ (6) 
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O’Neill concludes:  
 

•  “It is conceivable that a society of Kantians,                                                           
all of whom took pains to use no other as mere means,  

•  would end up with less happiness or with fewer persons alive                             
than would some societies of complying utilitarians.  

–  For since the Kantians would be strictly bound only to justice,  
•  they might without wrongdoing be quite selective                          

in their beneficence & fail to maximize either survival rates           
or happiness” (7) 

•  On the other hand, nobody will have been made an instrument of      
others' survival or happiness in the society of complying Kantians.” (7) 

Ø Would you rather have: 

»  Greater total happiness, but at the expense of               
potentially sacrificing/instrumentalizing some people? 

»  OR less total happiness, but absolutely no sacrifice          
of lives or instrumentalization for the greater good? 
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Phillipa Foot (1920-2010) argues against Kant’s claim                                     
that moral rules are categorical imperatives                                                        
(that must always be obeyed under all circumstances)                                                 
in “Morality as a System of Hypothetical Imperatives”.  
 
 

•  She will challenge the idea that moral maxims                                                  
are fundamentally different from other sorts                                                    
of rules that we follow in our day-to-day lives                                          
(like rules of etiquette, or tacit social conventions). 

–  She will show not only that some non-moral rules hold unconditionally       
(i.e., “categorically”),  regardless of our personal interests or desires, 
•  (contradicting Kant’s claim that only moral rules have this feature), 

–  but also will show that we don’t follow moral rules                                     
simply because our reason compels us to do so, 
•  instead, our interests & desires do (and ought to)                                       

play a role in motivating us to act morally. 

Ø  She argues that what makes a moral person is not commitment          
to fulfilling moral duties, but rather interest in promoting virtues. 
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Foot reminds us that imperatives are “statements to the effect that                     
something ought to be done or that it would be good to do it”,  
•  where these are taken not as mere recommendations,                                             

but rather motivate/command whoever hears them to follow through. 

What’s the difference between hypothetical & categorical imperatives? 
 

•  Hypothetical imperatives “present the practical necessity of a possible action                          
as a means to achieving something else which one desires                                       
(or which one may possibly desire).” 

Ø  So a hypothetical imperative says “If you desire X, then you should do Y” 

•  Only under conditions where you desire X are you then compelled to do Y. 
–  In this case Y would be an action that isn’t considered good in itself,                              

but is only good to do given a certain set of interests/desires. 
 

•  In contrast, categorical imperatives “[present] an action as of itself            
objectively necessary, without regard to any other end.” 

Ø  A categorical imperative says “Do Y” – no matter your circumstances or aims. 

•  “if [the action in question] is thought of as good in itself,                              
and hence as necessary [to a person who does what reason                 
suggests one ought to do], the imperative is categorical.” 
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•  So, hypothetical imperatives “[tell] a man                               
what he ought to do because (or if) he wants something”                                                   
or “[tell] him what he ought to do on grounds of self-interest” 

–  Kant gives “rules of prudence” and rules of etiquette                           
as examples of hypothetical imperatives: 

•  e.g., it is in our self-interest to follow non-moral rules like “Offer 
your subway seat to a pregnant, elderly or disabled person”; 
–  we ought to follow such rules                                                

if we want to be respected & treated well by others,  
»  but if we don’t care about those things,                               

we won’t be compelled to obey that rule. 

•  In contrast, rules of moral duty [as categorical imperatives]   
ought to be accepted no matter what interests or desires we hold. 

–  He says we follow rules like “don’t murder”                              
not because it is in our best interest to do so  
»  (even if it genuinely is in our best interest,                                

say, because it keeps us out of jail),  

–  but rather because we simply are compelled by our reason           
to follow it, out of recognition that it is good in itself. 8	  



Foot asks, “Is Kant right to say that moral judgments are categorical,          
not hypothetical imperatives?” 
 

Ø  “It may seem that he is, for we find in our language                                             
two different uses of words such as ‘should’ and ‘ought’,                          
apparently corresponding to Kant’s hypothetical & categorical imperatives,  
•  and we find moral judgments on the categorical side. 

»  Suppose, for instance, we have advised a traveler that he     
should take a certain train, believing him to be [travelling] home. 
•  If we find that he has decided to go elsewhere,                                

we will most likely have to take back what we said:  
•  this ‘should’ will now be unsupported… 

•  Similarly, we must be prepared to withdraw our statement        
about what he should do if we find…that it is either no way 
of getting what he wants (or doing what he wants to do) or 
not the most eligible among possible means.” 

»  So sometimes our statements about what people should 
do depend on what we believe their interests/desires are, 
•  such that “You should do Y” really means “If you want X, 

then should do Y” – which is a hypothetical imperative. 9	  



•  “The use of ‘should’ & ‘ought’ in moral contexts is…quite different.  

–  When we say that a man should do something [morally speaking] we do not   
have to back up what we say by considerations about his interests or his desires;  

–  if no such connection [to interests/desires] can be found                             
the ‘should’ need not be withdrawn.” 

»  E.g., if Hannibal Lecter (the serial killer from Silence of the Lambs) 
told us that he truly desires to kill people, we wouldn’t take that       
as a reason to revoke our judgment that “You should not murder”            
– instead, we think he still shouldn’t murder even if he wants to. 

–  “It follows that [an] agent cannot rebut an assertion about what,            
morally speaking, he should do by showing that                                          
the action is not [conducive] to his interests or desires.” 

 

 

»  It seems that when we use ‘should’ in moral claims            
(like “You should not murder”) 

» we mean it categorically, i.e. as an assertion that all people 
always should do Y – not as a prudential recommendation. 

•  Kant claims that whenever we are talking about           
moral actions, we are using this kind of should,                 
to assert categorical imperatives. 10	  



“There is, then, one clear difference between moral judgments                                    
and the class of ‘hypothetical imperatives’ so far discussed,”  
•  i.e., that we use ‘should’ in two different senses – one categorically,        

one taking into account a person’s particular aims/interests. 
 

 

 
 

“But obviously Kant meant more than this,” Foot remarks. 
 

Ø  “…in describing moral judgments as…categorical imperatives,                
he is ascribing to them a special dignity & necessity                                             
which [hypothetical imperatives] cannot give. 

–  Modern philosophers follow Kant in talking,                                                     
for example, about the ‘unconditional requirement’                                   
expressed in moral judgments. 

•  They tell us what we have to do                                                        
whatever our interests or desires,  

•  and by their inescapability they are                                                
distinguished from hypothetical imperatives.” 
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Foot writes: “The problem is to find proof for this further feature of        
moral judgments” – i.e., that only moral imperatives hold categorically. 
 

Ø  “ …we must be told what it is that makes the moral ‘should’ relevantly different 
from the ‘shoulds’ appearing in normative statements of other kinds.” 

 
Foot poses this challenge because she observes that 
Ø  “we find ‘should’ used non-hypothetically in some non-moral statements              

to which no one attributes the special dignity & necessity                                       
by the description ‘categorical imperative’. 

•  For instance, we find this non-hypothetical use of ‘should’ in sentences 
enunciating rules of etiquette… 

–  where the rule does not fail to apply to someone who has his own 
good reasons for ignoring this piece of nonsense, or who simply does 
not care about what, from the point of view of etiquette, he should do. 

 

•  Similarly, there is a non-hypothetical use of ‘should’ in contexts where 
something like a club rule is in question.” 

–  Club rules do not depend upon a member’s desires or interests;              
they just hold in virtue of being a member. 
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Foot questions one reason why people believe moral rules                           
are substantially different from rules of etiquette: 
 

•  “…although people give as their reason for doing something                                 
the fact that it is required by etiquette,  
–  we do not take this into consideration as in itself giving us reason to act. 

•  E.g., the fact that one ought to give up one’s subway seat to those in need 
clearly does not compel everyone to actually act that way; 

»  it seems that one also needs to care about helpful or kind            
in order to feel that they have a reason to give up their seat. 

 

•  …by contrast, it is supposed that moral considerations                            
necessarily give reasons for acting to any man. 
–  …Attempts have sometimes been made to show that                                      

some kind of irrationality is involved in ignoring the ‘should’ of morality.” 
 

Ø Foot objects: “…the man who rejects morality because he sees 
no reason to obey its rules [is not necessarily irrational]. 

»  Irrational actions are those in which a man in some way      
defeats his own purposes, doing what is calculated to be 
disadvantageous or to frustrate his ends. 

»  Immorality does not necessarily involve any such thing.” 13	  



“It is obvious that the normative character of moral judgments                  
does not guarantee its reason-giving force,” Foot writes. 
 

•  “Moral judgments are normative [telling us what we should do],  
•  but so are judgments of manners, statements of club rules,                          

and many others [e.g. grammar & spelling rules]. 

–  Why should the first provide reasons for acting as the others do not?” 

–  Foot is saying that moral rules don’t have any special ability     
to compel us to act a certain way by conforming to what            
our reason tells us is necessary. 

» Hence, moral maxims do not actually function as 
categorical imperatives; we can rationally       
disobey them, or obey them only out of self-interest. 

–  Foot suggests that there is really “nothing behind the idea that 
moral judgments are categorical imperatives [except] the 
relative stringency of our moral teaching”: 

»  i.e., we only think that moral rules are absolutely binding 
because they are taught to us as having no exceptions         
– but in practice they of course have exceptions           
based upon situational factors. 14	  



“People talk…about the ‘binding force’ of morality,  
•  but it is not clear what this means [except] that                                            

we feel ourselves unable to escape.” 

Ø  Foot is saying that moral rules are not literally binding (since we can 
disobey them – often rationally), but are only binding in our minds. 

•  We feel especially bad about disobeying moral rules                             
because we are taught that they are exceptionally important, 

•  so we act as if we are supposed to obey them no matter what, 
–  even if we recognize that someone could have could reasons for 

disobeying them under certain circumstances, 
»  which makes moral rules only hypothetical imperatives. 

…No one, it is said, escapes the requirements of ethics                                    
by having or not having particular interests or desires.  
 

•  [But] both [morality & etiquette] are inescapable in that behavior does not cease to 
offend against either morality or etiquette because the agent is indifferent to their 
purposes and to the disapproval he will incur by flouting them. 

–  …morality is supposed to by inescapable in some special way and this may 
turn out to be merely the reflection of the way morality is taught.” (311) 15	  



Foot shows that it doesn’t make sense to believe that                               
moral rules are any more binding than other types of rules. 
 

•  “The sense in which moral duties are binding                                                            
is not in the sense of ‘physical or mental compulsion’”  
–  since it is of course possible for us to do otherwise                                     

than what a moral duty compels us; 

•  …nor does “the necessity of acting morally…depend upon                                
such penalties” as would be incurred by failing to do so.  
–  i.e., the prospect of punishment does not make it literally mandatory to 

follow moral rules, even if it gives us strong incentive not to violate them) 
 

So, there is no reason to regard the “must” in a moral rule                          
(like “One must not lie”) as meaning that we literally cannot do otherwise. 
 

•  “Perhaps it makes no sense to say that we ‘have to’ submit to the moral law,    
•  or that morality is ‘inescapable’ in some special way. 

–  …There is no difficulty about the idea that we feel we have to behave 
morally, and given the psychological conditions of the learning of moral 
behavior it is natural that we should have such feelings. 
•  What we cannot do is quote them in support of the doctrine of the 

categorical imperative.” (312) 16	  



Next, Foot challenges Kant’s thesis that  
•  “a truly moral man acts ‘out of respect for the moral law’  
•  [and]…does what is morally right [just] because it is morally right”                          

and not for any personal motives. 

–  “Kant] many times contrasts acting out of respect for the moral law                
with acting from an ulterior motive,  

–  and what is more from [acting from a motive] that is self-interested. 

•  …In the Metaphysics of Morals he says that                                             
ethics cannot start from the ends which a man may propose to himself,  

•  since these are all ‘selfish’ [for the sake of one’s own pleasure/happiness]. 

Ø  Foot objects that “it will surely be allowed that                                                  
quite apart from thoughts of duty a man may care about the suffering of others, 
having a sense of identification with them, and wanting to help if he can. 

–  She thinks we ought to allow that someone acts morally                                       
if they are motivated by these sorts of considerations. 

•  …though she adds that a person “must want not the reputation of charity,                              
nor even a gratifying role helping others, but, quite simply, their good”, 
–  if we are to accept that they are really acting out of                        

moral consideration for others, and not purely for personal benefit. 17	  



Foot responds to a worry voiced by some skeptics: 
•  that someone who acts morally because they care about others’ welfare (not 

just because reason compels them to) could only act morally in limited ways. 

–  She counters: “…what reason could there be for refusing to call a man          
a just man if he acted justly because he loved truth and liberty,                
and wanted every man to be treated with a certain minimum respect? 

–  And why should the truly honest man not follow honesty                            
for the sake of the good that honest dealing brings to men?” 

She believes that certainly “there could be a truly moral man who 
accepted moral principles as hypothetical rules of conduct”,  
Ø  as long as they do so out of genuine devotion to                               

moral causes – not out of pure self-interest. 

–  In contrast, “A man who demanded that morality                                   
should be brought under the heading of self-interest                                   
would not be a good candidate [for a truly moral man],  

–  nor would anyone would was ready to be                                         
charitable or honest only so long as he felt inclined.” 
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“…I am sure that many people will be unconvinced and will argue that        
one element essential to moral virtue is still missing.  
 

Ø  This missing feature is the recognition of a duty to adopt those ends                    
which we have attributed to the moral man. 

–  “We have said that [the moral man] does care about others,                                                     
and about causes such as liberty and justice;  

–  that it is on this account that he will accept a system of morality.” 

Ø Some people worry that we need to add that he cares out of these things 
out of a sense of obligation, asking, “Is it not the case that he ought to care?” 

–  Foot replies that “one who rejects all talk about the binding force        
of the moral law…will agree that a moral man…                            
cannot be indifferent to matters such as suffering and injustice. 

»  …He will not, however, take the fact that                                        
he ought to have certain ends as in itself reason to adopt them. 

»  If he himself is a moral man then he cares about such things,                 
but not ‘because he ought’.” 

•  I.e., the mere fact that one ought is not the best motive for moral action; 
•  one’s real motive should be devotion to virtues that benefit humanity. 19	  


